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5. Discussion

This study considers the interplay between values, commitment, and performance, where commitment is considered
in terms of two foci – the organization and the occupation and performance outcomes include both in-role and extra-role
behaviors. This study is one of a growing number to explore this interplay in terms of the conceptual framework advanced
here. However, it is one of the very few to look at these concepts outside of the typical Western setting—specifically, in China.

The findings support one obvious general conclusion, not necessarily a surprising one—namely, that Chinese employees
do differ in interesting ways from employees in Western cultures. This is demonstrated in particular by the strong effect of
continuance commitment as both a dependent and independent variable. Rarely has this form of commitment been found
to be strongly related to values as a dependent variable and to outcomes as an independent variable. The strong negative
relationship between self-direction and all commitment forms is also interesting and quite unusual. Indeed, many of the
current findings were not anticipated by the hypotheses advanced in this research. This can be attributed to the somewhat
exploratory nature of this study, which sought to test theories honed in one context in a very different, rarely examined
setting. The findings of this study do suggest some interesting and important insights that can provide ideas and directions
for future research, which will be elaborated below.
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